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ABOUT US

OUR AREAS OF STUDY
AND UNITS

The Faculty of Education sits at the centre of a number of communities:
students, professors, alumni, scientific researchers, teachers, Indigenous
communities, schools, and counselors. The talents and insights that each
of these communities lend to our Faculty is the source of, and support for,
the quality of work that we do. From teacher education to kinesiology,
from recreational health to leadership, we are bound together by our
shared belief that people can make their lives better, and that we can work
alongside them to support this process. We invite you to learn more about
our Faculty, and potentially to join us in our work.

Indigenous Education
10 regular faculty and staff
81 undergraduate students (full-time equivalents)
9 graduate students (full-time equivalents)

Curriculum & Instruction
41 regular faculty and staff
568 undergraduate students (full-time equivalents)
140 graduate students (full-time equivalents)

Our Values
We are a caring community of people who mentor and are mentored
by others. We are committed to creating and accepting a fully inclusive
learning environment with deep respect for all forms of diversity. We are
committed to social justice and ethical practices as a way to promote
professional integrity and nurture our educational community. We
embody engagement through our commitment and involvement in
diverse local and global communities of educational practice and research.
We value opportunities for high-quality, transformational learning and
inquiry that strive for excellence.

Our Mission
The Faculty of Education serves diverse communities by advancing
knowledge, research and exemplary practice.

Educational Psychology
& Leadership Studies
24 regular faculty and staff
243 undergraduate students (full-time equivalents)
130 graduate students (full-time equivalents)

Exercise Science,
Physical & Health Education
23 regular faculty and staff
402 undergraduate students (full-time equivalents)
72 graduate students (full-time equivalents)

East Kootenay Teacher
Education Program (EKTEP)
21 regular faculty and staff
47 undergraduate students (full-time equivalents)
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OUR PRIORITIES
Learning & Teaching

Research Capacity & Culture

Our intention is to continue developing innovative and responsive
programs by:

Our intention is to continue to support robust research programs by:

•

seeking enhanced funding for graduate students

•

providing teaching and research opportunities to students

providing new services and programs to the campus community

•

supporting ongoing faculty/staff learning

•

offering experiential and community-based learning

•

enhancing learning environments

Our intention is to maintain a culture that values and supports faculty
research by:

•

facilitating diverse opportunities for lifelong learning

•

balancing teaching and research responsibilities as well as providing
research support infrastructure

•

recognizing, communicating and sharing faculty inquiry

•

valuing diversity of methods, approaches, methodologies, and impact

•

increasing visibility, recognition and supports for research

Our intention is to foundationalise Indigenous ways of knowing,
teaching, and research by:
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providing mentorship and supporting graduate students

•

Indigenous Resurgence
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•

•

decolonizing methodologies, canons, curriculum, pedagogy

•

connecting to the land and communities

•

valuing diverse spaces and ways of learning

Healthy Environments
Our intention is to create a positive and supportive work
and study environment by:
•

valuing our leadership in diversity

Community Connections

•

building community within our faculty

Our intention is to support experiential and community-based learning
activities by:

•

creating places and spaces for connections
and wellness

•

building, strengthening and supporting partnerships

•

recognizing our shared responsibility

•

recognizing and integrating community experience and knowledge

•

supporting respect and collaboration

•

constructing and sustaining trusting, reciprocal relationships

•

honouring diversity through action

UVic Faculty of Education

“The greatness of a
community is most
accurately measured
by the compassionate
actions of its members.”
– Coretta Scott King

UVic Faculty of Education
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MOMENTS IN 2019
July
•

August

Launch of first Indigenous
Language Revitalization Doctoral
students’ cohort.

September
•

•

•

•

•

Kay Gallivan and Kate Brooks-Heinimann at Waste Land.

6
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Opening of the Learning
Commons in honour of Jean
Downie Dey.
New Student Welcome with 2019
Distinguished Alumni Award
Recipient Alex Nelson and Blanket
Exercise with Shauneen Pete.
NE OLNEW Research Partnership
annual All Partners’ Gathering in
Łíídlii Kųę (Fort Simpson), NWT.
Dr. Nicole Truesdell lecture Black
Decolonial Praxis: A Liberation
Story.

October

November

•

Edōsdi TEDxUNBC talk, Indigenous •
Languages Raise Us All Up

•

Today’s Inclusive Classroom—
Teaching Every Student. Shelly
Moore and a panel of inclusive
education experts from the
Ministry of Education and local
school districts.

Kay Gallivan & Kate BrooksHeinimann, Secondary teacher
education students gain media
attention for a community art
inspired climate change haunted
house Waste Land.
•

Local coverage

•

Vancouver coverage

December

•

C&I Dogs won the United Way
plasma car race. Team included
Pat Bright, Christina Antonick, Sue
Elsner, Todd Milford.

•

Convocation graduation
ceremonies for first two groups
of students to graduate with
Indigenous Education’s new
Certificate in Indigenous Language
Proficiency.

•

Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé
became our Art Education
Artist-in-Residence creating a
welcoming space that mimics a
domestic setting—a kitchen table
with beadwork and supplies was
the site of engagement.

•

Indigenous Knowledge and
Pedagogy Conference facilitated
by Shauneen Pete designed
to promote understanding
of student responsibilities in
Indigenous Education.

Education alumna Holly Brinkman
performs Pack Animals, a twoperson show critiquing gender
norms at the Victoria Event Centre

•

Lorna Wanósts’a7 Williams,
O.C., O.B.C. Victoria, British
Columbia inducted as an officer
of the Order of Canada for her
contributions to Indigenous
education and for her advocacy
of Indigenous language
revitalization programs.

C&I Dogs win the United Way
plasma car race.

UVic Faculty of Education
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MOMENTS IN 2020
January
•

•

•

February

First monthly meeting of
the Faculty of Education’s
Decolonization Working
Group focussing on how nonindigenous, settler members
of the faculty community can
reflect on, analyze, unpack,
challenge, dismantle and change
the dominant, colonially-rooted
ways of knowing and working,
teaching and learning in the
Faculty of Education.
Education Students’ Association
hosts UVic Education Career
Fair to bring together school
districts, private and international
employers with our teacher
candidates. A highlight of the year
for our candidates.

•

Alumni Week.

•

Distinguished Alumni Awards (DAA)
Night celebrating Education DAA,
Wendy-Sue Andrew.

•

•

•

Counselling Psychology Practicum
•
Coordinator Appreciation Event.
Students, professionals, and
faculty have an informal space
to catch up with one another
and strengthen ties within the
community. 40 counsellors and 22
students attended.
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•

Learning Together Series.
Indigenous Topics and Tea In
Learning Commons.
Maya Borhani (C&I PhD student)
arranges a showing of Schooling
the World, a movie on education
and colonization.
Edōsdi wins a 3M National
Teaching Fellow Award. The
highest post-secondary teaching
award in Canada went to
Edōsdi-Judy Thompson for her
commitment to Indigenous
language revitalisation.
Learning Together Series. Article
and Book Talks In Learning
Commons.

UVic Faculty of Education

•

March

April

May

June

2020 UVic IdeaFest Featuring UVic
Education Faculty & Alumni

•

•

•

•

Healthy Family Living: Powered
by Innovations with Sam Liu, PJ
Naylor, and Ryan Rhodes

•

The Poetry of Change with
Monica Prendergast,
Dorothea Harris, Emma
Edmunds

•

Health Technology Under
a Microscope with Olav
Krigolson from the Centre for
Biomedical Research

•

Speaking the land: Tâ’ sqaqwél
laâ Ta’ Tè ŋ’exw with
Wanosts’a7 Lorna Williams,
Lil’watul, Professor Emerita of
Indigenous Education, UVic;
SXEDŦELISIYE Renee Sampson
(BEd ’11, CILR ’13, MEd ’14)
language revitalizationist,
co-founder of the LE,NONET
SCUL,ÁUTW Immersion
school

Transition to online academic
programming in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Five Masters of Indigenous
Language Revitalization
students complete their
degrees.

Be Kind to Your Mind Event for
UVic Alumni featuring Dr. Olav
Krigolson.

Education Towards Reconciliation
Conference. Indigenous
Resurgence Coordinator hosted
a one-day event for faculty,
staff and students, as well as
working teachers. Reconciliation
Canada facilitated a morning
Reconciliation Dialogue Workshop.

UVic Faculty of Education
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RESEARCHERS IN
THE SPOTLIGHT

Jean-Paul Restoule
Professor, Indigenous Education

Dr. Jean-Paul Restoule is Professor and Chair of the Indigenous Education
Department and a member of the Dokis First Nation (Anishinaabe).
Dr. Restoule is concerned with bringing Indigenous worldviews to a wide
audience and infusing Indigenous perspectives into mainstream practice.
In a SSHRC-funded study, he investigated ways to centre Indigenous
worldviews and perspectives in online environments, through studying
Indigenous MOOCs, and a course for principals working in band-operated
schools. He also works with teachers to encourage Indigenous perspectives
in their professional practice in another SSHRC-funded project; one of their
activities involves co-hosting a webinar series with Dr. Angela Nardozi
that invites non-Indigenous educators to learn more about topics such as
decolonization, integrating Indigenous perspectives into their science and
technology classes, approaches to reconciliation, and the importance of
inquiry to learning for all students, Indigenous and non-Indigenous.
The webinars are currently available here:
https://www.angelanardozi.com/webinars

Dr. Olav Krigolson is the lead investigator in the Theoretical and Applied
Neuroscience Laboratory. The principal focus of the laboratory is the study
of neuroeconomics, an emerging field that integrates the principles of
neuroscience, psychology, and economic theory with a purpose to explore
and explain human decision making and learning. Dr. Krigolson’s research
spans topics ranging from fatigue in the workplace, to brain health and
memory, to the potential application of neuroscience monitoring technology
in astronaut success during missions in outer space. His work helps deepen
our understanding of the brain and shows how research and technology
advance our ability to live healthier lives.

Olav Krigolson
Associate Professor, Exercise
Science Physical & Health Education

BOOKS PUBLISHED
Dr. Jennifer Thom studies alternative perspectives to investigate
the mathematical thinking of learners. She has worked extensively
in the classroom with primary teachers exploring the emergence
of mathematical thinking and the ways it shapes the conceptual
understandings of their students. One focus in her research is the bodily
nature of mathematics, where she examines the role of children’s gestures
and other non/verbal modes of thinking in their number sense and spatial
sense. Dr. Thom also studies the related and under-examined area of
deaf and hard of hearing students’ access and conceptual development
in mainstream mathematics classrooms. Her most recent SSHRC-funded
research examines how children use and advance their spatial reasoning in
projective geometry.

Jennifer Thom
Associate Professor, Curriculum &
Instruction

10
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NEW FACULTY
Dr. Fred Chou is a registered psychologist whose research interests include
the mental health of Asian Canadians, intergenerational trauma, and youth
mental health literacy. As a community-based researcher, he specializes in
using participatory and narrative research to facilitate tangible solutions and
elevate underrepresented voices. Dr. Chou co-founded the Victoria Migrant
Mental Health Network, a network of local mental health practitioners
and academics whose aim is to facilitate collaboration and social action to
support the mental well-being of migrants. His current research involves
developing an intergenerational counselling intervention for Chinese
Canadians using storytelling to address issues of conflict and trauma.

Dr. Sungjun Won conducts research on academic motivation and selfregulated learning. Specifically, his research has focused on two strands. The
first strand centres on extending the understanding of motivation and selfregulated learning and their roles in students’ academic success. The second
strand focuses on understanding how students’ perceptions of learning and
social contexts influence their motivation and engagement in self-regulated
learning. In addition, much of his work has focused on science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) domains, given consistent concerns
about the shortage and composition of STEM-capable workers.

Sungjun Won

Fred Chou

Assistant Professor, Educational
Psychology & Leadership Studies

Assistant Professor, Educational
Psychology & Leadership Studies

Edōsdi - Dr. Judy Thompson is an educator and learner of her Tāłtān
language. Her current research involves assessing a Tāłtān adult immersion
program for its effectiveness in increasing learner language proficiency. This
study is part of a larger research plan focusing on the relationship between
language and health and wellbeing of adult Indigenous language learners.
The connection between trauma and silent speakers—individuals who
understand but experience barriers to speaking their Indigenous languages
—will also be investigated. Additionally, as a 3M National Teaching Fellow,
she plans to explore approaches to resurgence that lead to Indigenous selfdetermination and cultural reclamation.

Edōsdi - Dr. Judy
Thompson
Associate Professor, Indigenous
Education

12
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Dr. Natalie LeBlanc is an artist and art educator whose research examines
how conceptual art practices inform artistic and arts-based research
methodologies. Her award-winning doctoral research explored the
generative and pedagogical possibilities of closed and abandoned schools
in Canada through digital photography and site-specific installation. She has
led several large-scale research projects comprising of educational program
development, implementation and evaluation. Her current research
examines the impact of artistic practice and artistic residencies in provoking
new understandings of national identity and transcultural competencies.

Natalie LeBlanc
Assistant Teaching Professor,
Curriculum and Instruction

UVic Faculty of Education
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CONGRATULATIONS
FACULTY AND STAFF!

CONGRATULATIONS
STUDENTS!
Elizabeth A. Webster
The Outstanding Graduate
Student Research Award 2020

Kathy Sanford

Dr. Jillian Roberts

Anita Prest

Canadian Association for the Study
of Women in Education (CASWE)
Achievement Award 2020

OISE Leaders and Legends:
Distinguished Service Award for
2020

Excellence in Research Award 2020

Pat Bright

Vivian Temple

Staff Excellence Award 2020

JMLD Excellence in Research
Award for article Object Control
Skills Mediate the Relationship
Between Neighborhood
Vulnerability and Participation in
Physical Activities

The Staff Excellence Award
recognizes excellence in the
performance of the administrative
duties in the Faculty of Education.

Officer Lorna
Williams
Order of Canada
Wanosts’a7 Lorna Williamçs:
Governor General announces 120
new appointments to the Order
of Canada

Hala Elgammal
(EDCI)
Faculty of Education Jamie Cassels
Undergraduate Research Awards
(JCURA) recipient for 2020-2021

International Research Award
(August 2019)
14
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Edōsdi - Dr. Judy
Thompson

Sam Liu
Excellence in Research Award 2020

Meredith Lemon
Diversity in Education Award, 2020

Faculty of Education Jamie Cassels
Undergraduate Research Awards
(JCURA) recipient for 2020-2021

Faculty of Education Jamie Cassels
Undergraduate Research Awards
(JCURA) recipient for 2020-2021

Veda Smith (EPHE)

Faculty of Education Jamie Cassels
Undergraduate Research Awards
(JCURA) recipient for 2020-2021

Faculty of Education Jamie Cassels
Undergraduate Research Awards
(JCURA) recipient for 2020-2021

Ronak Sheikhi
(EPHE)

Nicole Bracewell

Faculty of Education Jamie Cassels
Undergraduate Research Awards
(JCURA) recipient for 2020-2021

Recreation and Health Education.
British Columbia Recreation
and Parks Association Student
Scholarship

Aishah Bakhtiar

Cole Spittle

The Outstanding Graduate
Student Research Award 2020

BEd Elementary Teacher Ed.
Maxwell A. Cameron Memorial
Award 2020

BEd Secondary Teacher Ed.
Maxwell A. Cameron Memorial
Award 2020

Jill Toppings
The Deans’ Undergraduate
Student Service Award 2020

Kate Shostak(EPLS)

Hannah Rudson
(EDCI)

Emily Winkel
Monica Prendergast

Aaron Larnder
(EDCI)

Natalie Louis (EDCI)
Faculty of Education Jamie Cassels
Undergraduate Research Awards
(JCURA) recipient for 2020-2021

Juliet Rowe (EPHE)
Faculty of Education Jamie Cassels
Undergraduate Research Awards
(JCURA) recipient for 2020-2021

Cristin LaFortune
Cristin LaFortune received the
Tsi’tsu’wu’tul Award, given to a
graduating Indigenous student
who has overcome significant
obstacles during their educational
journey. Tsi’tsu’wu’tul means to
always be helping one another.
(Nov. 2019)

Anna Mollenhauer

Joshua Lafond
Greater Victoria Retired Teachers
Association 2020

Female Athlete of the Year.
Education student-athlete Anna
Mollenhauer achieves Top 8
Academic All-Canadian Status

Teaching Award - 3M

UVic Faculty of Education

UVic Faculty of Education
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SPOTLIGHT ON ALUMNI
Alumni by the Numbers

NUMBER OF ALUMNI

23,265

21,681 UNDERGRADUATE
2,149 GRADUATE

NUMBER OF
2019/2020 ALUMNI

511

383 UNDERGRADUATE
128 GRADUATE

•

In her spare time, Jace consults with social enterprises and offers
training in how to build inclusive spaces for youth serving organizations.

•

She is Métis and currently lives and works on the traditional, unceded
territory of the Algonquin Peoples, currently named Ottawa, ON.

•

In 2019, Jace was named a BMW World Responsible Leader and 10 to
Watch in Indigenomics.
Social Media
@JaceActually (twitter)
@JaceActually (instagram)
jaceactually.com

(B.Ed ‘11)
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Trevor MacKenzie is an award-winning English teacher, author, and
inquiry-based learning advocate who has worked with schools
throughout Australia, Asia, North America, South Africa and Europe.

•

Trevor’s passion is in supporting schools in implementing inquirybased learning practices. He is a highly regarded speaker known for his
heartfelt storytelling, kind demeanour, and student-first philosophy.

•

Trevor’s graduate research focused on identifying and removing the
barriers to implementing inquiry-based learning in the K-12 setting.
He has two publications: Dive into Inquiry and Inquiry Mindset, both
published by Elevate Books Edu. He has vast experience supporting
schools across several years in implementation strategies in public
schools, international schools, and International Baccalaureate
programmes (PYP/MYP/DP).

Trevor Mackenzie
(BA’03 & M.Ed.’20)

Social Media
@trev_mackenzie (twitter)
trevormackenzie.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/projectlearn/

Jace Meyer is the Lead for Indigenous Entrepreneurs at Shopify. She is
also a BC teacher, speaker, artist, and entrepreneur. She has co-created
science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) curriculum for
vulnerable youth from coast to coast to coast.

•

Jace Meyer

16

“One of the great pleasures for
any teacher, whether working
in a school or post-secondary
institution, is seeing how
people progress after we have
worked with them. We love to
hear about the adventures our
former students have, where
they go, and what they come
back to teach us. We hope that
whatever your story will be, you
will keep in touch and let us
know where life takes you!”
– Ralf St. Clair, Dean of Education

•

Wendy-Sue Andrew
2020 DAA RECIPIENT
(B.Ed ’85)

•

Wendy-Sue Andrew is the Executive Director of Lifetime Networks,
an agency in Victoria that helps connect and support people with
developmental disabilities and their families.

•

After a 16-year career teaching and coaching in elementary schools,
Wendy-Sue joined the social-services sector. In 2000, Wendy-Sue was
hired by five families for a fledging agency called Lifetime Networks.

•

Over the past 19 years, Lifetime Networks has grown to support 400
individuals with developmental disabilities and now employs 142
people.

•

Wendy-Sue lives with her husband and one of their three adult
children, who has a developmental disability. This child was her coach
and teacher as she led Lifetime Networks in the early years.
https://www.lifetimenetworks.org/

UVic Faculty of Education
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DONOR IMPACT

DONOR IMPACT STORIES

By the Numbers

$379,000

Indigenous Education
Other

raised to support Education students,
outreach, programs, and research.

Research

Number of Donor Awards
(undergraduate and graduate)

CORE

336

Photo courtesy of Julie Remy

Student Support

donor funded awards were given to
Faculty of Education undergraduate
students for a total of $416,114.

30

CORE (25%)

Founded in 2011, the Centre for
Outreach Education (CORE) pairs
pre-service teachers with children
who have special learning needs
to deliver responsive, adaptive,
personalized learning support in
reading, writing, and math.

Research (4%)
Other (3%)
Indigenous Education (2%)

5 New Awards
•

T’łat’lakuł Dr. Trish Rosborough Memorial Scholarship in Indigenous
Language Revitalization

•

Orca Book Publishers Award in Indigenous Language Revitalization

•

Orca Book Publishers Student Mobility Award in Teacher Education

•

Dr. Marion Porath Bursary in Education

•

Gladys Pearson Indigenous Student Scholarship

In June 2019, 22 emerging
teachers took part in the IED
Summer Institute, a blended
in-class and land-based 4-week
program focused on Indigenous
knowledge, history, epistemology,
pedagogy, and education.
Through experiential activities
and sessions led by Indigenous
Knowledge Keepers—including
Coast Salish artist-in-residence,
Chris Paul—participants develop
the knowledge, skills, attitudes,

Photo courtesy of Julie Remy

Thanks to support from faculty,
staff, students, alumni, foundation,
corporate and community donors,
over 100 children developed their
confidence, courage, and literacy
skills with support from caring,
professional teachers in training.
Kudos to the Vancouver
Foundation, TELUS Victoria

18
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and capacities to live, lead and
teach respectfully in an engaged
and inclusive society.
Hay’sxw’qa si’em, to donors George
and Christiane Smyth, for your
commitment to support teaching
professionals on a learning journey
about Indigenous history and
culture, the impact of colonial
practices on communities, and how
to engage meaningfully with and
respect the protocols and practices
of local Indigenous peoples.

Transformative Learning at the Centre for
Outreach Education (CORE)

Student Support (66%)

donor funded awards were given
to Faculty of Education graduate
students for a total of $83,367.

Weaving Connections, Creativity &
Experience Together

Community Board, and the Times
Colonist Literacy Society for
investing in CORE this year. This
generous support helped to grow
CORE Club enrolment, expand
CORE Mobile programs to two
new locations, and pilot an English
Language Learning (ELL) program
that will continue in to 2020-2021.
Special thanks to Orca Book
Publishers for supporting CORE
learners with a gift of 100+ books.
CORE Club learners each took
home a new book and the learning
library had a welcome refresh.

UVic Faculty of Education
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ENGAGING WITH
THE WORLD
The COVID-19 pandemic
had significant impact on
our ability to continue with
our international activities
this year. Usually, around 25
teacher candidates choose to
complete a field experience
internationally. This year,
none could travel safely.

IN MEMORIAM:
T’ŁAT’LAKUŁ TRISH ROSBOROUGH
Dr. Rosborough, from the
Kwakiutl First Nation, was an
Associate Professor in UVic’s
Department of Indigenous
Education and the former
Director of Aboriginal Education
for the BC Ministry of Education.
Trish was passionate about
working in community and
bringing Indigenous language
revitalization methods and
models to the communities where
the language lives. An adult
learner of her late mother’s first
language, Kwak’wala, Trish often
used a narrative approach to her
research, sharing stories of her
personal journey as a language
learner, teacher and researcher.
Her research project, Beautiful
Words: Enriching and Indigenizing
Language Revitalization though
Understandings of Linguistic
Structure, stemmed from her

20
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view that it is important to
consider both how to retain
Indigenous languages and the
rich worldview understandings
within the languages.
As a co-Principal Investigator
on NE OLNEW, Trish worked
with Onowa McIvor, Peter Jacobs
and Indigenous community
partners across Canada to
deepen the understanding
of best practices in adult
Indigenous language learning.
Trish was a dear colleague,
friend and mentor to many
and her contributions to
community knowledge and
Indigenous language recovery
and revitalization will continue
to have an impact on the field of
Indigenous education well into
the future.

UVic Faculty of Education

With a generous gift from the
First Peoples’ Cultural Council
(FPCC) and Foundation (FPCF),
the T’łat’lakuł Dr. Trish Rosborough
Memorial Scholarship in Indigenous
Language Revitalization was
established to carry forward
Trish’s good work lifting up
Indigenous language learners
and scholars in their revitalization
work on-campus and in
communities.
Gilakas’la, Hay’sxw’qa si’em to
the First Peoples’ Cultural Council
and Foundation and everyone
who came together to bring
this memorial scholarship to
endowment and create a lasting
legacy for our dear colleague,
friend, teacher, and mentor,
T’łat’lakuł Dr. Trish Rosborough.

That did not mean international
activity stopped, however. Among
the highlights:
•

The cohort of PhD students who
have joined us from partner
institutions in Africa continue
to progress through their
programs and to do great work

•

We continue to work with
partner institutions in China
around Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math (STEM)
education. Dr. Leslee Francis

titled Feminists and feminisms
in museums and galleries:
International knowledge
exchange and engagement
with common research issues.
Scholars attended from Italy,
US, UK, Portugal, and Canada

Pelton and Dr. Tim Pelton
recently published with
colleagues from Beijing Normal
University on digital games as a
way to learn fractions
•

•

•

Drs. Leslee and Tim, with
colleague Dr. Todd Milford, are
working with Fuyi Yang from
East China Normal University
to look at cross-cultural
practices in STEM education
Drs. Kathy Sanford with Tim
Hopper and colleague Dr.
David Monk, University of
Gulu, Uganda are working on a
project regarding 21st Century
Assessment for Meaningful
Learning in Alternative School
Contexts
Drs. Kathy Sanford and
Darlene Clover received a
Connections grant for an
event in Lisbon, Portugal,

•

Closer to home, Dr. Todd
Milford is deeply involved with
numerous projects for the
BC and Ontario Ministries of
Education

•

Dr. Valerie Irvine has been
heavily involved in setting
up a subgroup and journal
around ED Tech within the
Canadian Society for the
Study of Education. The Open/
Technology in Education,
Society, and Scholarship
Association (OTESSA) Journal
can be found here.

Submitted by Jean-Paul Restoule,
Chair of Indigenous Education

UVic Faculty of Education
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MEET OUR
OUTREACH TEAM
What we Do
•

•

My role in the Faculty of Education is to work with people in our
community to strengthen current relationships, start and build new
relationships, and work together to develop ways to make our home a
better place for all.

We are the lucky people in the
Faculty of Education who get
to take the great work being
done (like research, education,
and community outreach
programs) and share it with
the larger community!

Questions
The best piece of advice I’ve ever been given is…
Listen to those who have different perspectives than yours, because listening
doesn’t mean you agree and a great deal of learning can come from seeing
the world through another point of view.

We work with people,
companies, and organizations
within our local, national, and
global communities to find
ways we can work together to
make this world a better place.

Cortney Baldwin
Community Relations Coordinator
M.Ed in Community Engagement,
Leadership, and Adult Education
(’20) UVic

What’s the most inspiring part of your job?
I feel so fortunate to work with so many amazing people within our community.
I am inspired daily by those people within the Faculty of Education, our
community partners, and those in the global education community who are
working to make the world a better place.

Who we Are: Meet the Team!
As the Development Officer for the Faculty of Education, I have the
privilege of connecting people in our community with opportunities to
invest in transformative learning that lifts up generations of learners and
helps to build strong, healthy communities through philanthropy.

As the Digital Media Coordinator, I have the responsibility to communicate
the great work of the Faculty of Education to students, staff, faculty, and
the world through social media, web, and other digital channels.
Questions

Questions

The best piece of advice I’ve ever been given is…

The best piece of advice I’ve ever been given is…

Tina Belcourt
Development Officer
MBA (’09) UVic
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Mentor and be mentored. Mentors have played a vital role in my career and
life’s journey. Each mentor brings a fresh perspective to my challenges and
opportunities, reminds me of my strengths that I sometimes forget, and helps me
to learn and grow. Similarly, serving as a mentor is a meaningful way for me to
give back to others (as I have received) and I learn and grow with my mentees.
What’s the most inspiring part of your job?
I am inspired by the extraordinary community of students, faculty, staff, alumni,
and donors who come together to connect, collaborate, learn, and transform
people, professions, and communities through learning and philanthropy.
UVic Faculty of Education

The best piece of advice I’ve ever been given is to stop aspiring and start being.
Since I got that advice, I’ve stopped telling people that I’m an aspiring artist,
communications professional, etc. By removing the qualifier, I become the
artist and the professional that I’ve always wanted to be.

Lauren Frost
Digital Media Coordinator
BFA – Theatre/Gender Studies
(’20) UVic

What’s the most inspiring part of your job?
The most inspiring part of my job is being surrounded by so many people doing
all kinds of great work. Learning about what the Faculty of Education does for
students and the greater community has been truly humbling, and I look forward
to continue learning and communicating our accomplishments to the world.
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Learning
and research
transform;
People,
professions, and
communities.

Want to Learn More?

University of Victoria
PO Box 1700 STN CSC
Victoria, BC, V8W 2Y2
Canada
T: 250-721-7877
F: 250-472-5063

•

UVic Faculty of Education Website

•

Faculty of Education Community Resource Page







@UVicEducation

@UVicEducation

@UVicEducation

Want to know more about what we do? Have an idea for an outreach
campaign? Email us at edcrc@uvic.ca.

